ADDENDUM # 1

Re: Project: UMAPP14-035

Account: 113119

Title: Wheeler and Mary Lyon - Painting

The attention of bidders submitting proposals for the above subject project is called to the following addendum to the specifications and drawings. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, addition, substitution, or clarifications are all to be included in and form a part of the proposals submitted.

IMPORTANT

THE NUMBER OF THIS ADDENDUM (1) MUST BE ENTERED IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE “B” PROVIDED AFTER THE WORDS “THIS BID INCLUDES ADDENDA NUMBERED (LIST ALL ADDENDA)” ON PAGE “51” OF THE CONTRACT FORM ENTITLED “FORM FOR GENERAL BID”.

Item #1: Reference the Contract UMAPP14-035, Special Requirements, paragraph 3 PRE-BID CONFERENCE, subparagraph A: Change the mandatory Pre-bid Conference date from May 16, 2014 to Tuesday, May 13, 2014, 2:00 PM in the Physical Plant Conference Room 201, 360 Campus Center Way, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003.

Item #2: Reference the advertisements in the Central Register and the Springfield Republican; change the mandatory Pre-bid Conference date from May 6, 2014 to Tuesday, May 13, 2014, 2:00 PM in the Physical Plant Conference Room 201, 360 Campus Center Way, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003.

Item #3: Reference the Contract UMAPP14-035, page 8, on the line that reads “Deadline for filing General Bids is 2:00 PM on _____: Change the date from May 15, 2014 to May 19, 2014.

Item #4: Reference the advertisements in the Central Register and the Springfield Republican; change the General Bidders date from May 15, 2014 to May 19, 2014.

Item #5: Reference the Contract UMAPP14-035, Special Requirements, paragraph 3 PRE-BID CONFERENCE, subparagraph B: Replace paragraph B with:

“All question must be directed to Peter Murphy by email only by 12:00 noon on May 14, 2014. Email questions to: pjmurphy@umass.edu

END OF ADDENDUM #1

by John O. Martin
Director of Procurement